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FLEX DUO 34 DUABLO MOTOR
DINAMIC MOTOR

DUO FORTE 28

SHAPE MAX 28

LIFT MAX 28

DUO NATUR 28

FIX TRIO 42

MAX OPTIMA 30
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REST LUX 28
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Key Features:

FLEX DUO 34

Dimensions: 
80, 90, 100, 120, 140 x 190/200 cm 
*Custom measures also available.

Height: 8.5 cm 

Headboard tilt: YES Leg tilt: NE

No. of slats: 34 No. of firmness regul.: 6 

Center strip for additional weight distribution

Weight Capacity: 
max. 150 kg

Motor: NO

SHOULDER ZONE
The shoulder area has an additional firmness 
adjustment system for relieving pressure 
points.

DURABILITY AND HYGIENE

Flex DUO 34 slatted bed base includes a 
center strip for weight distribution.

A special foil covers the entire surface of the 
slatted bed base and ensures long-lasting 
use. It reduces the risk of dust mites and 
microbes while making the bed base easier to 
clean.

54

CENTER STRIP

6 FIRMNESS REGULATORS
With six firmness regulators, you can adjust 
the firmness of the slatted bed base in the 
lumbar area. This gives you complete control 
over your sleeping experience.

+
 FIRMNESS 

ADJUSTMENT

Multi-zone: 5 zones Shoulder zone: YES



Dimensions: 
80, 90, 100, 120, 140 x 190/200 cm 
*Custom measures also available.

FIX TRIO 42 Our slatted bed base is designed to 
accommodate all types of mattresses, from 
memory foams to pocket springs. For pocket 
spring mattresses, we recommend and advise 
using a slatted bed base with 42 spring slats.

Looking for the perfect support for your 
body?
Introducing our compact slatted bed base with 42 spring slats, 
designed to take control of your night’s rest.

Experience the harmony between your mattress and your body.

With this choice, you get both comfort and support.

FIX TRIO 42 is extremely stable and therefore 
also suitable for heavier individuals. Whatever 
your weight, you will be able to enjoy a perfect 
night’s sleep.

MAXIMUM SUPPORT

6 FIRMNESS REGULATORS
With six firmness regulators, you can adjust 
the firmness of the slatted bed base in the 
lumbar area. This gives you complete control 
over your sleeping experience.

FOR ALL TYPE OF MATTRESSES42
SLATS

Shoulder zone: NO

Headboard tilt: NO Leg tilt: NO

No. of slats: 42 No. of firmness regul.: 6 

Center strip for additional weight distribution

Weight Capacity: 
max. 180 kg

Motor: NO

Height: 8.5 cm 

Key Features: 
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Multi-zone: YES



Dimensions: 
80, 90, 100, 120, 140 x 190/200 cm 
*Custom measures also available.

Key Features: 

MAX OPTIMA 30

Height: 8.5 cm 

Headboard tilt: NO Leg tilt: NO

No. of slats: 30 

No. of firmness regul.: 8 

Center strip for additional weight distribution

Weight Capacity: 
max. 180 kg

Motor: NO

Our innovative technology with the new zone 
hardness setting system ensures firmness 
adjustment throughout the entire mattress. 
Long-lasting elasticity guaranteed for years.

The slatted bed base recognizes the function 
of optimal support or contouring between 
different parts of the body.
What does this mean for you? It means that
your bed will actually adjust its support where 
your body needs it the most.
The result? Optimal pressure distribution
across the entire sleeping surface, regardless 
of your weight.

8 FIRMNESS REGULATORS
With eight firmness regulators, you can adjust 
the firmness of the slatted bed base in the 
lumbar area. This gives you complete control 
over your sleeping experience.

30 CAPS WITH THE SOFT & HARD 
SYSTEM

ACTIVE SLEEP PROFILE 
RECOGNITION (SOFT & HARD)

30
COMBINATIONS
SOFT & HARD

The MAX OPTIMA 30 slatted bed base 
includes a central strip for weight distribution.

CENTER STRIP
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Multi-zone: YES



Dimensions: 
80, 90, 100, 120, 140 x 190/200 cm 
*Custom measures also available.

CLOUD 28

Height: 8.5 cm 

Headboard tilt: NO Leg tilt: NO

No. of slats: 28 No. of firmness regul.: 4 

Center strip for additional weight distribution

Weight Capacity:  
max. 140 kg

Motor: NO

STABLE BASE

4 FIRMNESS REGULATORS

Our slatted bed base is designed to provide 
excellent support for your mattress.
We guarantee that you will feel like you’re 
sleeping on a cloud, regardless of whether 
you prefer a firm or soft mattress.

With four firmness regulators, you can adjust 
the firmness of the slatted bed base in the 
lumbar area. With the slatted bed base 
allowing individual adjustments, you have 
complete control over your sleeping 
experience.

It is especially suitable for youth rooms 
where you need a durable and comfortable 
solution for your sleep.

28
SLATS

The CLOUD 28 slatted bed base includes a 
central strip for weight distribution.

CENTER STRIP

Key Features: 

Shoulder zone: NO
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Multi-zone: NO



Dimensions: 
80, 90, 100, 120, 140 x 190/200 cm 
*Custom measures also available.

REST LUX 28

Height: 8.5 cm 

Headboard tilt: YES Leg tilt: NO

No. of slats: 28 No. of firmness regul.: 6 

Center strip for additional weight distribution

Weight Capacity:  
max. 150 kg

Motor: NO

REFLUX AND BREATHING
Eliminate reflux issues and relieve your 
spine. The slatted bed base allows elevation 
of the upper body, and creates a long incline,
which is proven to greatly alleviate problems 
with reflux (heartburn).

The benefits of such sleeping and resting are 
significant. With our slatted bed base, your 
breathing dynamics become natural
and balanced. By slightly elevating the upper 
body  (approximately 15 cm), the respiratory 
tracts open up and allow easier breathing and 
better oxygen supply to the body. This way, 
the chest is much more open, allowing you to 
wake up full of energy and ready to tackle a 
new day.

The REST LUX 28 slatted base includes a 
central strip ffor weight distribution.

CENTER STRIP

Key Features: 

ADDITIONAL ADJUSTMENTS 
IN SHOULDER AREA
The shoulder area with additional 
adjustments provide comfortable relief for your 
shoulders.

HEAD
TILT

HEAD 
TILT

1312

+
 FIRMNESS 

ADJUSTMENT



Dimensions: 
80 x 200, 90 x 200 cm 

*Custom measures also available. More details on the back page.

DUABLO MOTOR

Height: 8.5 cm 

Headboard tilt: YES Leg tilt: YES

No. of slats: 28 No. of firmness regul.: 6

Center strip for additional weight distribution

Weight Capacity:
max. 150 kg

Motor: YES

REFLUX AND BREATHING
Eliminate reflux issues and relieve your 
spine. The slatted bed base allows elevation 
of the upper body, and creates a long incline, 
which is proven to greatly alleviate reflux 
problems.
With our slatted bed base your breathing 
dynamics will become natural and more 
balanced. By slightly elevating the upper 
body (approximately 15 cm), the respiratory 
tracts open up and allow easier breathing and 
better oxygen supply to the body. This way, 
the chest is much more open.

For weight distribution.

CENTER STRIP

Key Features: 

For shoulder relief.

HEAD
TILT

Shoulder zone: YES

We recommend this bed base to everyone who 
has problems with the cervical, thoracic and 
lumbar spine. Also, this bed base is 
recommended to all who have problems with shin 
wounds, hiatus hernia, acid reflux disease, and 
those with heart and lung conditions.

MOTORHEAD
TILT

1514

+
 FIRMNESS 

ADJUSTMENT ADDITIONAL ADJUSTMENTS IN 
THE SHOULDER AREA

Multi-zone: YES



Dimensions: 
80 x 200, 90 x 200 cm 
Adjustable Width: The OF12 system allows flexible widths, with 
amaximum width of 90 cm. More information on the back page.

DINAMIC MOTOR

Height: 9 cm 

Headboard tilt: YES Leg tilt: YES

No. of slats: 28 

No. of firmness regul.: 4 

Center strip for additional weight distribution

Weight Capacity: 
max. 150 kg

Motor: YES

REFLUX AND BREATHING

For weight distribution.

For shoulder relief.

CENTER STRIP

Key Features: 

ADDITIONAL ADJUSTMENTS

HEAD
TILT

Shoulder zone: YES

HEAD
TILT

QUIET
OPERATION
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+
 FIRMNESS 

ADJUSTMENT

Multi-zone: 5 ZONES

Eliminate reflux issues and relieve your 
spine. The slatted bed base allows elevation 
of the upper body, and creates a long incline, 
which is proven to greatly alleviate reflux 
problems.
With our slatted bed base your breathing 
dynamics will become natural and more 
balanced. By slightly elevating the upper 
body (approximately 15 cm), the respiratory 
tracts open up and allow easier breathing and 
better oxygen supply to the body. This way, 
the chest is much more open.

We recommend this bed base to everyone who 
has problems with the cervical, thoracic and 
lumbar spine. Also, this bed base is 
recommended to all who have problems with shin 
wounds, hiatus hernia, acid reflux disease, and 
those with heart and lung conditions.



Dimensions: 
80, 90, 100, 120, 140 x 190/200 cm 
Custom measures also available.

DUO FORTE 28

Height: 9 cm No. of slats: 28 No. of firmness regul.: 3 

Center strip for additional weight distribution

Weight Capacity: 
max. 150 kg

SHOULDER COMFORT
The DUO FORTE 28 slatted bed base in the 
length of 190 cm or 200 cm opens the door to 
a world of comfort and support during sleep.
Emphasis on shoulder comfort provides
better spine support, especially when sleeping 
on your side.

The DUO FORTE 28 includes a central strip 
for weight distribution.

The slatted bed base is made of laminated 
birch wood with a decorative foil layer - this 
layer extends the product’s lifespan and 
makes maintenance easier.

The slatted bed base can be adjusted in the 
middle section with dual slat technology and 
support for even weight distribution.

CENTER STRIP

DURABILITY AND HYGIENE

Key Features: 

FIRMNESS ADJUSTMENT

+/-
FIRMNESS

+/-
FIRMNESS

Shoulder zone: YES

Headboard tilt: NO Leg tilt: NO Motor: NO

1918

Multi-zone: YES



Dimensions: 
80, 90, 100, 120, 140 x 190/200 cm 
*Custom measures also available.

SHAPE MAX 28

Height: 5 cm 

Headboard tilt: YES Leg tilt: YES

No. of slats: 28 No. of firmness regul.: 5 

Center strip for additional weight distribution

Weight Capacity: 
max. 120 kg

Motor: NO

The SHAPE MAX 28 includes a central strip 
for weight distribution.

In addition to the dual slats, there are also 
5 adjustment sliders available, which allow you 
to individually customize the firmness of the
slatted frame according to your needs.

CENTER STRIP

Key Features: 

FIRMNESS ADJUSTMENT+/-
FIRMNESS

Shoulder zone: NO

The metal frame allows for superior comfort, 
as you can choose from 13 different head and 
leg positions.

13 HEAD AND LEG POSITIONS

FOR ALL TYPE OF MATTRESESS
Our slatted bed base is designed to provide excellent 
support for all types of mattresses. We guarantee 
that you will feel like you’re sleeping on a cloud, 
regardless of whether you prefer a firm or soft 
mattress.

DOUBLE 
TILT

+/-
FIRMNESS

2x

2120

Multi-zone: YES



Dimensions: 80 x 200 cm, 90 x 200 cm 
*Custom measures also available.

Order Options: Pallet, minimum of 25 pieces.

Key Features: 

LIFT MAX 28

Height: 6.5 cm 

Headboard tilt: YES

Leg tilt: YESNo. of slats: 28 

No. of firmness regul.: 5 

Center strip for weight distribution

Weight Capacity: max 130 kg

Motor: NO

The metal frame allows for superior comfort, 
as you can choose from 13 different head 
positions.

The 4 slats in the lower back area are 
individually adjustable and allow firmness 
regulation, which provides perfect support 
and cushioning according to your body weight 
distribution.

28 flexible slats are secured with flexible
rubber caps, which ensure durability and a 
long lifespan of the slatted bed base.

Easy and practical control with gas spring
suspension, which is used safely and reliably.

13 HEAD POSITIONS

OPTIMAL SUPPORT

LONG LIFESPAN

FRONT OPENING

The LIFT MAX 28 slatted base includes a 
central strip  for weight distribution.

CENTER STRIP

HEAD
TILT

HEAD
TILT

2322



Dimensions: 140x200, 160x200, 180x200
*Custom measures also available.

Order Options: 
Minimum of 5 pieces.

Key Features: 

DUO NATUR 28

Height: 6.5 cm 

Headboard tilt: NO Leg tilt: YES

No. of slats: 28 

Center strip  for additional weight distribution

Weight Capacity: 
max. 200 kg

Motor: NO

The DUO NATUR 28 slatted base includes a 
central strip for weight distribution.

CENTER STRIP

DUO

STRONG AND SOLID
A very strong solid bed base for wider bed 
widths, capable of supporting more weight.

LONG LIFESPAN
28 flexible slats are secured with flexible
rubber caps, which ensure durability and a 
long lifespan of the slatted bed base.

The slatted bed base is suitable for beds with 
a lifting mechanism or as a standalone bed 
base.

LIFTING MECHANISM

2524



IMPORTANT! 
The slatted bed base must lie in its full length on the bed frame. 
All slatted bed bases are manufactured with a negative tolerance,
typically ranging from 1 to 1.5 cm in width and 3 to 4 cm in length.

This applies to all slatted bed bases.

ADDITIONAL EXPLANATION: DYNAMIC MOTOR

If you have a bed with a drawer – consider purchasing the 
DYNAMIC MOTOR (because the motor is flat and does not 
protrude below the bed’s level).

This product can be placed on the floor, a sofa, or a particleboard
and it is ready for use. There is no need for free light under the bed.

In the event of a power outage, manual adjustment of the head or 
legs is possible.

We can make custom measures up to 90 cm in width.

ADDITIONAL EXPLANATION: DUABLO MOTOR

The power of the motor itself is 2x4500 N (technical specifications).

This is a classic dual motor that extends below the level of the 
slatted bed base. It cannot be used in beds with drawers or cross 
elements. The product requires free space under the bed.

The motor comes with a battery for emergency descent in the event 
of a power outage.

*Custom measures cannot be made.
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WEIGHT CAPACITY
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Na žago 6, 
8351 Straža, 
SLOVENIA 

ORDERS
00386 (0)7 30 68 400

mail: narocila@moba.si

www.moba.si

Patients with pneumonia, especially 
those with a more severe form, require easy 
elevation of the head for easier expectoration and respiratory 
physiotherapy. Patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
(COPD), particularly in the morning, require respiratory toileting for 
the same reason. For this reason, the characteristics of an 
adjustable bed are ideal for patients with COPD and other chronic
lung diseases. The antimicrobial features of the bed are important 
for all lung patients and also preventive for older patients who may 
develop pneumonia. Latex, as a hypoallergenic material, is 
particularly important for asthmatics who are often allergic to dust 
mites and molds. Additional covers prevent the inhalation of dust 
mites. Lung patients often have problems with gastric acid, which 
further causes irritating cough. From this perspective, the option
to adjust the head’s height is very beneficial for lung patients.

Prim. mag. Nikša Šegota,
Specialist in Internal Medicine, Pulmonology

DOCTOR’S
RECOMMENDATION
The characteristics of the mentioned 
mattress are excellent for 
practically all pulmonology patients.

DOCTOR’S
RECOMMENDATION




